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Hydraulically adjustable 
height of the splitting knife 

2-4, 2-6, 2-8, 2-12.

Log deck.Durable and powerful 
harvest chainsaw bar. 

LIFTING TABLE (OPTION)

For easier work, the LT650 lifting table with a width 
of 1700 mm can be mounted in the front.

Control Panel
1. Activation in case of an electric motor.

2. Harvest chainsaw bar speed regulation.
3. Emergency stop.

4. Optional deactivation switch for the retaining plate.
5. On/o" and reverse movement adjustment of the conveyor 

belt.
6. Switch for saving time when splitting short logs.

7. Electronic control lever - joystick.
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The TITAN 43/20J standard firewood pro-

cessor with electronic control lever (joystick) 

is, in comparison to mechanical machine, 

completed and advanced version. It ensures 

easy operation and fast work.

TITAN 43/20J 
STANDARD

Firewood processors

Mechanical winch for adjust-
ing conveyor height.

TITAN 43/20J standard CD
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Class TITAN 43/20J STANDARD

Model CD E CD+E

Engine power kW / 11 11

Recommended tractor power kW/HP 30/40  
(Transport 60/80)

/ 
(Transport 60/80)

30/40  
(Transport 60/80)

Max. cutting diameter mm 430 430 430

Splitting force kN/t 200/20 200/20 200/20

Log lengths cm 25, 33, 40, 50 25, 33, 40, 50 25, 33, 40, 50

Conveyor belt slew (L/R ± 15°) hydraulic hydraulic hydraulic

Control Joystick Joystick Joystick

Weight* kg 1220 1270 1285

Dimenstion

A

mm

2550 2580 2580

B 1280 1280 1280

C 2650 2650 2650

Oil quantity  l 100 100 100

Telescopic conveyor belt with a mechanical 
winch for height adjustment and telescopic 
cylinder (L 5000 / W 350)

  

Einstellung der Höhe des Spaltmessers hydraulic hydraulic hydraulic

Greifer zur Stammfixierung hydraulic hydraulic hydraulic

Splitting knife 2-4 1 pcs   

Splitting knife 2-6 / 2-8 / 2-12 1 pcs   

Oil heater /  

Oil cooler   

Separator   

 Standard |  Option | / Not possible | CD - PTO (tractor drive) | CD-E - Combination | TR - Wheels | *The weight of the tractor is important during transport.

TITAN 43/20J STANDARD

Shutter for retaining the 
log deck during transport.

Conveyor belt adjusting 
position L/R ±15°.

Conveyor belt speed regu-
lation.

1. Oil tank for automatic chain lubrication with an oil level indicator.
2. Splitting length 25, 33, 40 or 50 cm.

3. The pressure gauges indicate the splitting pressure and the sys-
tem pressure for auxiliary functions.

4. Chain lubrication adjustment system.
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• Operated with an electronic control lever 
(joystick)

• Compact bi-directional chain conveyor 
belt

• Harvester chainsaw bar
• Small and ergonomic
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